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ABSTRACT

A study of the scattering of electromagnetic radiation by soot aggegales with spherical primary
particles whose optical properties are sratified, i.e., the complex refractive index varies radially
from the center to the outer surface, is presented. The ICP algorithm of Iskander et. al [1] was
applied to calculate the optical properties of soot aggregates. Numerical simulations were used to
construct typical soot aggregates having appropriate fractal properties and prescribed primary
particle diameters and number of primary particles per aggregate. Variable complex refractive
index within a primary particle was considered using several ICP bomputational cells per soot
primary particle and assuming different refractive indices for the inner and outer cells of each soot
primary.particle, respectively. This approach was firstly evaluated by computing the scattering
properties of sphere-like aggregates, and comparing these results with Mie scattering predictions
for an optically equivalent stratified sphere. Optical properties considered included, absorption,
differential and total scattering cross sections for aggregates with 48 primary particles and primary
particle size parameter, xp, of 0.3. Range of aggregate properties for the present study were as
follows: ratio between core and coat primary particle size parameter, v, between 0 and 1, mean
fractal dimension, D1, of 1.75, and lm-l1 (m = complex refractive index) between 0.2 and 1.4.

1. INTRODUCTION

Soot is present within most nonpremixed hyfuocarbon-fueled flames, which affects their
structure, radiation and pollutant emission. For this reason, the absorption and scattering
properties of soot are of interest to estimate continuum radiation from soot and to interpret non
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intrusive opticar measurements of soot structure and concenffations. predicting soot optical

properties is a challenging task due to the complexity of soot structure and soot composition'

Although soot consists of sma[ primary particles that individually satisfy the small particle

(Rayleigh)approximation-i.e.,thesizeparameter,Xp,ismuchsmallerthanoneforthevisible
and infrared portion of the spectrum, these particles form branched agglegates that exhibit neither

Rayleigh,norMiescatteringbehaviorlz-4)'Thestructureofsootagglegatesisrathercomplex
arthough recent work has shown that they can be treated as mass fractal-rike materials, providing

useful relationships between their size, namely the radius of gyration, and the number of primary

particles theY contain [4]'

Soot composition can also become a cha'enging subject if accurate resurts for the scattering

propertiesofsootparti.clesaredesired.Sootprimaryparticleformationprocessincludesthestages
of particre generation, whereby the flust condensed phase material arises, and particre gtowth, by

which the burk of the solid phase material is generated [5]. Surface growth involves the attachment

of gas phase species to the surface of the particles and their incorporation into the particuiate

phase. These complex stages are often foilowed by a phase of soot oxidation in which the soot is

burnt in the presence of oxidizing species. It is therefore reasonable to expect that these primary

particles are not optically homogeneous but rather have a carbon content and hence a complex

refractive index which varies from the surface to the center. Even if this effect is neglected'

difficurties in correctry determining the soot comprex refractive for different waveiengths have

rimited the applicability of scattering theories for soot particres. Depending on the experimental or

theoreticar method adopted, as weil as the type of flame and fuel, the real part of the refractive

index obtained by different authors varies between 1.4 and 2'wh'e the results of the imaginary

part may fa' in the range of 0.4 to I in the visible and near infrared waverength ranges (see

Ref.t6l and references cited therein)'

Althoughtheinfluenceofthecomplexrefractiveindexinthescatteringcalculationsforsoot
aggfegateshasbeen,tosomeextent,subjectofstudyinthepast[7'8'9]'theproblemofvariable
refractive index within a primary particle has never been addressed. In order to help fill this gap in

the riterature, the objective of the present study was to evaluate the influence in the scattering

properries of soot aggregates of variable refractive indices within a primary particle'

ThepaperbeginswithabriefdescriptionofthelCPscatteringtheory.andthemethodusedto
numerically simulate aggregates. Evaruation of the method adopted to cohsider variable complex

refractive indices for the core and coat of individuar primary particles is then presented' The paper

concludes with the evaluation of the influence in the soot scattering properties of variable refracdve

i.dices within a primary particle fo[owed by the main concrusions of the present investigadon'
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2. THEORETICAL METHODS

2.1 ICP Scattering Theory

Potentially useful approximate theories of soot optical properties that may account for the fractal
behavior of soot aggregates have been recently developed [,3,4,10-14]. One of them, the
Rayleigh-Debye-Gans/Fractal-Aggregate theory [3,10,11] has been both theoretically and
experimentally evaluated and has proven to be very adequate to correctly predict the scattering
properties of complex populations of soot aggregates having widely varying numbers of primary
particles per aggegate that should be considered for practical applications [2,15]. Nevertheless
this theory assumes that the refractive index of all particles within a single aggegate is constant.
Therefore a more exact forrnulation had to be selected to perform the present investigation.

An extensive comparison of three different solution methods for calculating the extinction and
scattering cross sections of agglomerates consisting of assemblies of primary particles in the
Rayleigh approximation was presented by Ku and Shim [12], namely the Iskander et al method
[l], the Purcell and Pennypacker model [13] and the Jones solution [.14]. Although different in
their mathematical approaches these three solutions involve the solution of an identical system of
linear equations with slightly different coefficients. The main differences between the three
approaches reside in the fact that the Jones solution includes multiple scattering terrns up to the
second order whereas the others include terrns up to the ttrird order. The Iskander et al method is
the only one that includes a self-interaction term when calculating the electric field induced in each
particle. The major conclusions achieved by the authors mentioned above were the following:
according to the level of accuracy and range of applicability the ICP solution is the best, followed
by the Purcell and Pennypacker and Jones formulation; for the range of validity of the methods
(according to the size parameter of the primary particles and absolute value of the refractive index)
the ICP method outscores once again its competitors. Following these conclusions, and taking
into account that all the three methods require approximately the sarrre arnount of computational
time and storage, the ICP solution was adopted in the present study.

The solution of the scattering of an electromagnetic wave by an agglomerate of Np spherical
particles starts by obtaining the internal electric field of each primary particle in the agglomerate
due to the incident field, the secondary frelds of all the particles surrounding the particle in study
and the field of the particle itself. The formulation described below considers ICP cells to be
spherical and therefore for the cases where the refractive index within a primary particle is
assumed constant it is a cornmon procedure to assume that each primary particle constitutes an ICP
computational cell. Nevetheless, in the present investigation the aggregates were studied using
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several ICP cells per plimary soot particle, Ns, So that stratified primary particles could be

modeled.

The three components of the internal electric field Ei of the ith cell can be obtained by solving a

(1)+l
J ;tt:a;"?TuE,+s1 

E;;i=1' 2 'N'
j*i

Iinear system of 3(NpxNs)x3(NpxNs) equations of the form:

"'= (#. J Einc,i

Here si is the coefficient of the self-interaction term, ei=m? the dielecnic constanr and T1 a 3x3
matrix in terms of spherical Bessel functions and associated lrgendre functions. Once the electric
fields inside each cell are known the solution of the scattered wave at any point in the far-field can
be obtained. The formulation of ICP is extensive; the corresponding expressions for the
differential and total scattering and absorption cross sections can be found in Ref. [12] and
references cited therein.

2.2 Simulation of Aggregates

In order to conectly use the ICP approach, soot aggregates had to be generated. In the present
work, a large sample of aggregates was required, and it was desired that the aggegates have a
fractal dimension between 1.7 and 1.85 in order to correspond to recent observations of the fractal
properties of soot aggregates [16]. Therefore an alternative to the aggregate simulation method
presented by Mountain and Mulholland t17l - where aggregates were generated based on the
solution of the Langevin equations - was adopted. The present numerical simulations of aggregates
sought to create populations of aggregates by cluster/cluster aggregation, following Jullien and
Botet [4]. The process started with individual and pairs of primary particles which then were
attached to each other randomly, rejecting configurations where primary particles intersected. This
procedure was continued in order to form progressively larger aggregates with the additional
resffiction that the aggegates should have a fractal dimension between two pre-established limits
(1.7 and 1.85 respectively for the present study). It was observed that D;, the fractal dimension,
fell naturally in the range 1.6-1.9 forthe type of aggregates simulated in this study. The fractal
dimension of the aggegates produced was verifyed using the following characteristic relationship
of mass fractal aggregates of constant-diameter spherical primary particles betweon the number of
primary particles in the aggregate, Np, and the radius of gyration, Rg [4J:

Np=kf (Rs/dpPf
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The fractai dimension and the prefactor, Dp and k1, respectively, appear to be universal
properties of soot aggregates. Recent work presented by Koylu et al. [16] indicates D1= 1.g3 andkf = 8'5 with standard deviations of 0.05 and 0.8, respectively. projected images of a typical
aggregate constructed using the present simulation are illustrated in figure l.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Evaluation of variabre Refractive Index Approach

To model soot aggregates with variable refractive index within primary particles several ICp
cell per soot primary particle, Ns, were used. Depending on the ratio between the core and the coat
diameters, v, different arrangements were tested where the accuracy of the results was analyzed
taking into account the computational memory and CPU time required. Among the different
structures tested clusters with 9 and 15 ICP cells were selected to model spherical parricles with v
= 0'5 and 0.75 respectively. In both structures the inner cell perfectly matches the core of the
equivalent sphere while the outer cells simulate the coat of the sphere. The shape of the outer cells
were corrected to fill the void between themselves and the inner cell and the effective refractive
indices, me, were calculated using the following Maxwell-Gamett relationship Ii2]:

/ o*'- I tr/ m2- I I\nf+Zf"\nr'z+21 (3)

where f1 is the filling factor. Geometrical data concerning the two structures adopted are
presented in table 1. Present calculations were carried out for v ! 0,0.5,0.75 and 1 and lm-11
(m=n*ik, n=l+k) between 0.2 and 1.4 (which clearly covers the range of values presented.for
soot refractive indices in the literature in the near infrared and visible parts of the wavelength
specrrum)' Variation of the refractive index was considered both for the coat and the core
assuming in both cases a reference value of lm-11= 0.8 (leading to m=1.56+{.56i - a value that is
consistent with recent soot aggregate scattering measurements [10]).

Variable Core Refractive index. Predictions of normalized absorption and total scattering cross
section as a function of the core refractive index are presented in figure Za) and2b) respectively.
The coat refractive index was assumed to be constant and equal to the reference value (lrnct-
1l=0'8)' Results aiso include the case of v = 0 and 1 where exact Mie calculations are compared
with ICP predictions. Due to the small size of the sphericar particre (xp=0.3), which can armost be
considered a Rayieigh scatterer, the vertical-vertical (vv) scattering patterns are almost constant -
variations between forward and back scattering results were less than 5Va.Therefore only the vv
scattering cross sections in the forward direction are plotted as function of the core refractive index
- see figure 2c. The comparison between the coated sphere results (lines), obtained using a
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computer code based on the algolithm presented by Bohren and

calculations (symbols) are very encouraging' Throughout the range

maximum deviations between the two predictions never exceed 57a'

Similal to the previous case, in figure 3 the normalized

absorption, total scattering and differentiar scattering cross sections in the forward direction are

^ -^f-^ntirra inrlev

;il;;r lir".rr"" of the coat refractive index. For the present case the core refractive index
^ .lif€̂ *ant ocnPnl

wasassumedconstantandequaltothereferencevalue.onceagain,andforthedifferentaspect
ratios and refractive i'dices considered, the differences between the two predictions do not exceed

5Va.

Thus, for the range of conditions studied, it has been shown that the approach selected to model

the scattering properties of soot aggregates with variable refractive index within a p'imary pafticle'

although not extremely elegant, seems to be an appropriate one'

3.2 Influence of variable Refractive Index on soot Scattering Properties

Similar to the Stildy previously presented, the influence of variable refractive index on Soot

scattedngpropertieswasstudiedbytakingn=1+kandlm-llvaryingbetween0.2andl.4.Coat
and core refiactive indices were varied and the same reference value of lm-11=0'8 was adopred -

correspondingtoatypicalvalueforsootinthevisiblewavelengthrange[9].Basedonthe
conclusions of the previous section variable refractive index within soot primary particles were

modeledbyusinggandl5ICPcellspersootprimaryparticleforthecasesofv=0.5and0.75
respectivelY.

Resuits were carried out for aggregates with 48 primary pailicles and primary particle size

palameterof0.3.BothNpandxprepfesenttypicalvaluesforsootaggregatesfoundinthefuel
rich region of laminar flames at waveiengths in the visibre part of rhe spectrum [2].Larger

aggregates capable of representing soot particles in the fuel lean region of sooting diffusion flames

IiOlcouldnotbestudiedduetocomputationallimitations-forexample,forthecaseofv=0.75'
15 cells per primary particle were used meaning that a system of 3x(48x15) x 3x(48x15) had to be

solved for each agg1egate analyzed. In figure 4 a projected image of a typical simulated aggregate

with 1, 9 and 15 ICP cells is shown'

Another issue to be established was the size of soot aggregate population (number of different

agglegatesandnumberofor.ientationsofeachindividualaggregate)thatshouldbeaveragedin
order ro obtain .statistical significant ICp calculations. For the present conditions (xp=0.3 and

Np=48) the standard deviation of the vv scattering pattelns never exceeded I5Vo" the maximum

values occuning for the larger refractive indices and larger scattering angles' Therefore' 16

different aggregates, each sarnpled at 4 different orientations were used to obtain a numerical

Huffman [18], and the ICP

of refractive indices studied
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uncertainty (95Vo confidence) less than I}Vo for the ICP predictions of the absorption, total
scattering and differential scattering cross sections.

Differential and Total Scattering Cross Section. Normalized vv scattering cross sections for
variable refractive indices of the core and coat arc illustrated, respectively, in figures 5a) and 5b) as

a function of the scattering angle for the mostextremo cases considered: lm-11=0.2 and 1.4; v
between 0 and 1. As may be seen the vv scattering cross sections progressively increase as the real
and imaginary parts of the refractive index increase varying more than one order of magnitude for
the values of m and v considered. The results plotted in this figure also clearly show that the

influence of the refractive index in the scattering patterns is roughly independent of the scattering
angle. Based on this fact, the influence of variable refractive index within the primary particles can

be more easily analyzed from the scattering results in a single scattering direction or from the

results obtained for the total scattering cross section.

Figure 6a) illustrates the total scattering cross sections normalized by the scattering cross
section obtained using the reference value of the refractive index, Cr"r/Cr"u(lm.r, 

"1-11=0.8), 
as a

function of the core refractive index while the coat refractive index was assumed constant. Along
the range of m covered the influence of the core refractive index is reduced for v up to 0.5.

Comparing with the results obtained when constant refractive index within the primary particles is
assumed (v = 0), maximum deviations roughly exceed 20Vo.With the increase of the ratio b€tween

the core and the coat diameter the influence of the core rcfractive index becomes more notorious
Ieading, for the limiting case of v = 1, to deviations of more that IA0 Va.

in figure 6b) the same results are plotted but for the present case the core refractive index was

considered constant while the coat refractive index was varied between the same two limits. As it
can be noticed the influence of the core refractive index is almost unnoticed for v < 0.5. Only for v

= 0.75 (where the volume of the core represent42 Vo of the total volume of the particle) does the

presence of an inner region of the primary particles with a different refractive index become more
notorious.

These conclusions, together with the main tendencies of the results presented in figure 6a),

suggest that it is rhe coat refractive index that dominates the scattering patterns of soot agglegates
while the existence of a core region with a different refractive index may be neglected if the ratio
between the core and the coat diameters is less than 0.5. Additionally, over the range of m
selected, the differential and total scattering cross sections vary over one order of magnitude,
highlighting the importance of correctly determining the refractive index of soot and therefore one
of the main limitations of accurately estimating the scattering properties of soot aggegates.



AbsorptionCrossSection.FigureTisanillustrationofthenormalizedabsorptioncross
sections as a function of the refractive index for the different aspect ratios studied (v=0' 0'5' 0'75

and 1). other parameters of these calculations were similar to figures 5 and 6, namely: Np = 48'

xp = 0.3, D; between 1'7 and 1'85 and lm- 1l between 0'2 and 1'4'

Figure 7a) i'ustrate the resurts obtained when the coat refractive index of the soot primary

particles was assumed constant and equar to the reference value. As it may be seen, over the range

of refractive indices considered, resurts obtained for the absorption cross sections are less

dependent on the refractive index when compared with the previous case' For v up to 0'5 the core

refractive index never produces deviations larger than 10 Vo'T|teinfluence of the core refractive

index becomes stightly more notorious as the ratio between core and coat diameters increases' For

the limiting case of v = 1, where the coat vanishes, results obtained for the different values of m

considered may vary by a factor of 2'

In figure T b) results obtained considering the core refractive index to be constant and equal to

the reference value are plotted as a function of the coat refractive index. Similar to the conclusions

obtained for the scattering cross sections, resurts presented in this figure clearly indicate that the

dominant effect on the absorption cross section is the coat refractive index, while the core

refractive index only becomes notorious for n greatel than 0'75'

4, CONCLUSIONS

Astudyofthescatteringofelectromagneticrad.iationbysootag$egateswit,hsphericalprimary
particles whose optical properties ale stratified' i'e'' the complex refracdve index varies radially

from the center to the outer surface, was compreted where the ICp theoretical approach of Iskander

et. al [1] was applied to calculate the optical pfoperties of soot aggregates' variable complex

refractive index within a primary particle was considered using several ICp computational cells per

soot primary particre and assuming different refractive indices for the inner and outer cerls of each

soot primary particle, respectively. Conditions considered during the present investigation were

selected to approximate the properties of soot in the visibre and near infrared portions of the

spectrum. optical properties considered included, absorption, differential and totar scattering cross

sections for aggregates with 48 primary particles and primary particle size parameter' xp' of 0'3'

Range of aggregate properties studied were as follows: ratio between'core and coat primary

particle size parameter, v, between 0 and 1 and lm-11 between 0.2 and 1.4. The main conclusions

of the study are as follows:

1.-Fortherangeofrefractiveindicesstudiedinthepresentwork-whichcoversthetypical
values for soot particles found in the literature, the scattering cross sections of soot aggregates may



vary by more than one order of magnitude. The coat refractive index seems to dominate the
scattering pattems of soot aggregates while the existence of a core region with a different refractive
index may be neglected if the ratio between the core arrd the coat diameters is less than 0.5.

2. - For the absorption cross sections the influence of the refractive index appears to be less
notorious. Nevertheless results obtained for the different values of m considered may vary by a
factor of 2. Similar to the conclusions presented for the scattering cross sections, the coat
refractive index continues to be the factor that mostly influences the results obtained for the
absorption cross sections.

3. - Finally, and based on the previous conclusions, the current uncertainties about the soot
refractive index represent the main limitation for accurately estimating the absorption and scattering
properties of soot aggregates in flames.
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NOMENCLATURE

- opticai cross section [m2]
- diameter of object i [m]
- mass fractal dimension [-]
- filling factor, Eq.(3) I-l
- imaginary part of refractive index of object
- refractive index of objecg n+ik
- number of primary particles in an aggregate
- real part of refractive index of object
- number of ICP cells per soot primary particle
- optical size parameter (rdi/}") [-]
- wavelength of radiation [m]
- ratio between core and coat primary particle diameter [-]
- angle of scattering from forward direction
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lcP
Equivalent
Structure

Nc X cr, ICP X ct, ICP lTl cr, tCP lTl ct, tCp

o 0 o 1 0 xp lTl ct, sool

@ 0.5 ffi 9 0.5xxo 0.39xxo lTl cr, soot 9.3 itr
6

@ 0.75 @ 15 0.75xxo 0.28xxo lTl cr, soot Eo.3:1. - -6

w 1 o 1 xp 0 lTl cr, soot

Table 1. Geornetrical data related to the ceil structures adopted to model coated spheres with v = 0,

0.5, 0.75 and 1.

I
=l
I,

v

Figure 1. Projected images of a simulated aggregate with 48 primary pariicles (Df=1.75).
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Figure 2. Comparison ktween coated sphere and ICP predictions as a function of the core
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and ICP predictions as
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a)

Figure 4. Projected
Nc= 15'

b)

images of an aggregate with 48

c)

primary particles: a) Nc=1: b) N.=9' c)
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Figure 5. Normaiized vv scatterins cross sections as a function of the scattering angle for v = 0.
0'5.0.75 and 1; Np =48, xp = 0.3: a) - variablecore refracrive index (lmcr-ll:.0.2 and
1..1): bt - vaLnabie coat refr-active index (lmct-11 = 0.2 and 1.4).
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Figure 6. Normalized total scattering cross sections as a function of: a) - the core refractive index
(lmct- 1l = 0.8); b) - the coat refractive index (lmcr- 1l = 0.8), for v = 0, 0.5, 0.75 and 1;
Np = 48 and xp = 0.3.

Figure 7' Normalized absorption cross sections as a function of: a) - the core refractive index(lrncrll = 0.8); b) - the coat refractive index (lmcr-11 = 0.g), for v = 0, 0.5, 0.75 and 1;
Np = 48 and xp = 0.3.
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